North American Weather Consultants (NAWC) is the world’s longest-standing private weather modification company.

A recognized leader since 1950, many consider us the world’s premier company in this dynamic field. We are proud of our sterling record and long list of satisfied customers.

Our weather modification services span the full spectrum, from a) feasibility studies to b) turn-key design, conduct, and evaluation of projects to c) total technology transfer. By combining practical technical advances with field-proven methods and operational expertise, we provide expert assistance to water managers and users in the agricultural, governmental, and hydroelectric communities worldwide.

We offer ground-based and/or airborne, summer and winter operational and research programs. Additional specialties in extreme storm studies, climatic surveys, air quality, meteorological observing systems, forensic meteorology and weather forecasting, broaden our meteorological perspective.

Whatever your weather modification needs, we can help. We will tailor a project to your specific circumstances, bringing together the best-suited methods, materials, equipment systems and talent to provide you with the greatest value.

When you put it all together, NAWC is the logical choice for high value weather modification services. Visit our website at www.nawcinc.com for more information, and call us at (801) 942-9005 to discuss your needs. You can also reach us by email: nawc@nawcinc.com.
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